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Real-Time Monitoring of Video Quality
in IP Networks
Shu Tao,Member, IEEE,John Apostolopoulos,Senior Member, IEEE,Roch Guérin,Fellow, IEEE
Abstract— This paper investigates the problem of assessing
the quality of video transmitted over IP networks. Our goal
is to develop a methodology that is both reasonably accurate
and simple enough to support the large-scale deployments that
the increasing use of video over IP are likely to demand.
For that purpose, we focus on developing an approach that
is capable of mapping network statistics, e.g., packet losse ,
available from simple measurements, to the quality of video
sequences reconstructed by receivers. A first step in that direction
is a loss-distortion model that accounts for the impact of
network losses on video quality, as a function of application-
specific parameters such as video codec, loss recovery technique,
coded bit rate, packetization, video characteristics, etc. The
model, although accurate, is poorly suited to large-scale,on-line
monitoring, because of its dependency on parameters that are
difficult to estimate in real-time. As a result, we introduce a
“relative quality” metric (rPSNR) that bypasses this problem
by measuring video quality against a quality benchmark that
the network is expected to provide. The approach offers a
lightweight video quality monitoring solution that is suitable for
large-scale deployments. We assess its feasibility and accuracy
through extensive simulations and experiments.
Index Terms— Video quality, IP networks, relative video qual-
ity, PSNR
I. I NTRODUCTION
A Recent study [1] shows video as a fast-growing con-tributor to Internet traffic, and an increasing number of
traditional and emerging video providers are adopting IP as
their vehicle for video delivery (e.g., the emergence of IPTV
service). As this transition continues, one can expect traffic
from video applications to increasingly stress the performance
of IP networks. This in turn will affect the quality of the
video delivered by those applications, as they are relatively
sensitive to network performance fluctuations [14], [2], [3],
[6], [5], [27]. As a result, in order to ensure a successful
transition to IP-based video, it is key that its quality be
consistently comparable to that of traditional video services
(i.e., cable or satellite). This calls for an understandingof how
IP networks affect video quality, as well as mechanisms that
allow real-time, large-scale monitoring of video quality in IP
networks [21], [22], [4]. Our goal in this paper is to develop
solutions to these two closely related problems.
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Video quality is jointly affected by various network-
dependent and application-specific factors. For instance,
packet losses and delay jitter (which can also translate into
losses in the playback buffer) are the major network-dependent
factors, while video codec, loss recovery technique, coding
bit rate, packetization scheme, and content characteristics are
the major application-specific factors affecting video quality
and its sensitivity to network errors. Real-time video quality
monitoring has two main requirements: (i) the availabilityof
a model that accounts for various network and application
parameters and accurately maps them into video quality esti-
mates; and (ii) the ability to easily evaluate these parameters,
so as to allow real-time video quality estimation of a poten-
tially very large number of video streams.
Meeting both requirements raises several challenges. On one
hand, as described above, generating accurate video quality es-
timates calls for detailed network and application information.
On the other hand, obtaining all these parameters in real-time
and in a scalable fashion is difficult. As a result, any practical
solution must embody a trade-off between accuracy and real-
time usability. While models and systems exist for estimating
video quality in packet networks [9], [10], [11], [12], [16],
[23], [24], [7], they typically require detailed knowledgeof
video content and features, and often rely on deep inspection
of video packets. Such methods are, therefore, better suited
for offline or per-stream video quality estimation, and are not
really applicable to real-time, large-scale monitoring ofvideo
quality.
Our contributions in this paper are, therefore, two-fold.
First, we develop a model that characterizes the relationshp
between packet loss and video distortion as a function of
specific video codec, loss recovery technique, coding bit
rate, packetization, and content characteristics. The proposed
loss-distortion model is generally applicable to any motion-
compensated video compression scheme, e.g., any MPEG-x or
H.26x codec. More importantly, our model is designed in such
a way that most of its parameters can be either readily obtained
from the application, or easily measured from network paths.
To validate our model, we explore two different and practically
important video codecs, MPEG-2 and H.264/MPEG-4 AVC,
and conduct experiments using a broad range of video content
to demonstrate its accuracy.
Second, we leverage our model to develop a video quality
evaluation method that does not depend on video content char-
acteristics. Specifically, our model still relies on information
unique to each video stream, and in particular requires an
accurate estimate of the quality distortion that results from the
loss of individual frames or slices (independently decodable
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portions of a frame). Traditionally, this information has been
either obtained through offline simulations [9], or extracted
based on detailed parsing of the video stream [12]. Such
approaches are clearly impractical when considering real-time
quality monitoring of a large number of video streams, as we
expect to be the case in networks that distribute a wide variety
of video content to their customers. To address this issue, we
introduce a new concept—relative PSNR (rPSNR)—that can
be evaluatedindependentlyof video content characteristics,
yet still captures the impact of network impairments on video
quality. rPSNR is a metric relative to the quality of a video
transmitted on a reference network path whose losses yield
acceptable video quality. Using this metric, video qualitycan
be estimated using only network statistics, and basic codec
configuration parameters that can all be easily obtained offline,
i.e., as a one time operation. We use extensive experiments
to demonstrate that rPSNR can provide accurate and real-
time video quality estimates across a broad range of network
conditions and variations in content characteristics.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
review related works in Section II. Section III then present
the loss-distortion model on which our approach is built
and discusses how it captures the impact on video quality
of codec selection, coding bit rate, packetization, and video
characteristics. In Section IV, we explore qualitatively the
accuracy and practicality of the model. Section V introduces
the rPSNR metric and demonstrates its effectiveness in path
quality estimation. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper
with a summary of our findings and possible extensions.
II. RELATED WORKS
A variety of approaches have been developed for assessing
the quality of video delivered over packet networks. For ex-
ample, a straightforward solution for video quality assessment
is to directly compare the reconstructed video sequence at the
receiver with the original video sequence at the sender [30].
This yields the most accurate assessment of video quality.
However, such an approach is unsuitable for real-time, large-
scale usage, as it requires the availability of both the receiv d
and the original videos. In our context, quality estimationcan
only take place at either the sender or the receiver, hence
making a direct quality comparison infeasible.
A number of other approaches rely on loss-distortion mod-
els, i.e., models that map packet losses into video quality
(in the form of distortion). Most of these works [9], [10],
[11], [12], [16], [23], [24], [7] focus on only a subset of the
network and application factors we are trying to account for
in this paper. For instance, Stuhlmullert al. [16] modeled
distortion in the decoded video sequence as a linear func-
tion of the average loss rate. Lianget al. [9] extended this
work to incorporate the effect of different loss patterns. In
contrast to these studies, we seek to develop a model that
accounts forall major network-dependent and application-
specific parameters, including packet losses (in terms of both
loss probability and loss burstiness), packetization, type of
video codec, video content characteristics, and loss recovery
mechanisms. Although our study is not exhaustive so as to
include all possible parameter combinations, it provides a
framework that incorporates the impact of these different
factors, and we demonstrate its flexibility and effectiveness
by testing it under several typical application settings.
The goal of a comprehensive framework for estimating
video quality over packet networks was shared by several other
orks. In particular, the framework of Reibmanet al. [12],
[13] is closest to ours in terms of motivation and approach.
In fact, our initial model can be viewed as belonging to its
NoParseclass of methods [12]. Unlike methods in theFull-
Parseand QuickParseclasses [12],NoParsemethods do not
rely on deep packet inspection or explicit parsing of the video
bit stream. Hence, they have much lower complexity, at the
cost of generating less accurate video quality estimates. Our
approach also differs from the existingNoParsemethod [12]
i two aspects. First, the existing method [12] models video
quality as a linear function of loss rate, which is less accurate
with bursty losses [9], [12]. Our model is designed to account
for both loss rate and loss burstiness, and in particular thei
impact on the effectiveness of loss recovery mechanisms.
This significantly improves the accuracy of quality estimates
across loss patterns [18], [19], while remaining considerably
simpler than theFullParseandQuickParsemethods. Second,
as pointed out by Reibmanet al. [12], the NoParsemethod
requires calibrating the distortion caused by single losses. This
calibration is unfortunately dependent on the specific content
of the video stream, making it difficult to carry out in real-time.
Our loss-distortion model exhibits similar limitations, but we
overcome this problem (see Section V) by introducing a new
quality metric—rPSNR—that can be estimated independent of
video content.
III. L OSS-DISTORTION MODELING
In order to estimate video quality, we need to first investi-
gate the relation between packet losses and distortion in the
decoded video. In the following analysis, we use the notation
of Liang et al. [9], and measure video distortion through the
Mean Square Error (MSE). Consider a video sequence with
frames of sizeN1 × N2 pixels, f [k] denotes the 1-D vector
(of sizeN1×N2) obtained by line-scanning framek, andf̂ [k]
denotes the corresponding frame restored by the decoder. Th
error signal in framek is then
e[k] = f̂ [k] − f [k], (1)
which represents the signal impairment in framek caused by
packet losses. The MSE in framek is defined as
σ2[k] = (eT [k] · e[k])/(N1 ·N2). (2)
The total distortion for a video sequence is the MSE averaged
over all its frames. The value ofσ2[k] for a given loss
event is affected by several network and application-dependent
factors. For example, the length of a loss burst determines
how many pixels are affected in a frame as well as the
number of subsequent frames in which this effect propagates.
Additionally, the latter also depends on the number of packets
per frame. Conversely, error concealment techniques in the
decoder together with the prediction strategy applied by the
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encoder and the characteristics of the video itself (i.e., the
spatial-temporal correlation between different macro-blcks),
also play a role in the resulting distortion in the decoded video.
A. Basic model
An important issue in modeling the distortion that a loss
event can cause to predictively encoded video, is the extent
to which the resulting error propagates across frames. Specif-
ically, since temporal prediction introduces dependencies b -
tween adjacent frames, a single packet loss affects not onlythe
frame with data carried in the missing packet, but also other
frames with coding dependencies on it. Fortunately, because of
the explicit or implicit spatial filtering applied at the decoder
(which can be modeled as a low pass filter [16]), the error
signal introduced by a lost packet tends to decay over time. If
an error results in an MSE ofσ2[k] in framek, the power of
the propagated error in frame(k+ i) can be approximated as
[9]:
σ2[k + i] = σ2[k]γi. (3)
The attenuation factorγ (γ < 1) accounts for the effect
of spatial filtering, and is therefore dependent on the power
spectrum density of the error signal and the spatial filtering
applied by the decoder, i.e., varies as a function of the video
characteristics and decoder processing.
To limit error propagation, periodic intra coding is often
used in video compression. As a result, errors in one frame
only propagate until the corresponding macro-blocks (or the
entire frame) are refreshed by intra coding. For instance, if
(T−1) frames are predictively coded (P-frames1) between two
consecutive intra-coded frames (I-frames), the total distortion
caused by losses in framek is
D =
x−1
∑
i=0
σ2[k + i], (4)
wherex is the number of frames from where the original loss
occurred (framek) to the next I-frame.
This simple model can then be used to evaluate the distor-
tion caused by losing a single slice (a block of independently
coded pixels) in a frame. Assuming that the expected initial
distortion caused by a lost slice in a frame isσ2
S
, and that
within a predictively coded group of frames the locationx
of the frame with the lost slice is uniformly distributed in
[0, T−1], the total average distortion caused by losing a single
slice is given by
D1 =
T−1
∑
i=0
σ2Sγ
i(1 −
i
T
)
=
γT+1 − (T + 1)γ + T
T (1 − γ)2
σ2S
= ασ2S , (5)
whereα is a function ofγ andT , and accounts for the total
propagation effect of the error signal.
1To simplify the analysis, we do not consider bi-directionally predicted
frames (B-frames) in our model.
Because in IP networks, video data losses are in the form
of packets instead of slices, the next step in our modeling
effort involves mapping lost packets to lost slices. When losing
n (n ≥ 1) consecutive packets in a single loss event,f(n)
slices will be affected, wheref(n) is a mapping from the
number of lost packets to the number of lost slices. This
mapping is a function of both the implementation of the codec
and the loss recovery technique [25], [26]. For instance, if
each packet contains exactly one sliceand the decoder simply
skips decoding of the slices contained in the lost packets, then
f(n) = n; however, if a decoder discards an entire frame
whenever a single one of its packets is lost, the mappingf( )
takes on a very different form, as discussed in Section III-
B. Nevertheless, for any given codecf(n) can typically be
computed, and once known, the overall distortion caused byn
consecutive packet losses can then be modeled as proportional
to the distortion caused by an individual slice loss, i.e.,
Dn = f(n)D1. (6)
As previously studied [9], [19], this additive model may
slightly underestimate the distortion in the case of bursty
losses. However, it greatly simplifies the final model. More
importantly, as we show later, this simplification enables us to
develop a video quality metric that is independent of individual
video characteristics.
The final step in our modeling is to capture the average
distortion as a function of loss patterns, and in particularthe
duration and spacing of error bursts. We usePn to denote
the probability of havingn consecutive packets lost in a loss
event, andPm to denote the probability that two consecutive
loss events arem packets apart (from the starting packet of the
first loss event to that of the second loss event). We assume
that each frame is transmitted usingL packets, and thatn and
m are independent random variables. Then, the expected MSE
of the reconstructed video can be computed as
D =
∑
n
PnDn
∑
m
Pm (m/L)
=
f(n)
m
LD1, (7)
r equivalently,
D = Pef(n)LD1, (8)
wherePe is the probability of loss events (of any length) in the
video stream;f(n) is the average number of slices affected
by a loss event. In this modeling,Pe and f(n) capture the
characteristics of the loss process seen by the video stream
(f(n) is also affected by packetization and the loss recovery
techniques used at the decoder), whileL andD1 are specific
to the codec and the video content. For instance,L is typically
larger when video is coded at a higher bit rate, andD1 is itself
dependent onα andσ2
S
, as indicated in Eq. (5).
B. Modeling the impact of different codecs
Although most video compression standards support picture
segmentation in the form of slices, different codecs react
differently to slice losses. For illustration and comparison
purposes, we study an MPEG-2 codec and an H.264 codec
that have different error handling capabilities. In the MPEG-2
codec, packet losses are handled as follows: If the decoder
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detects any number of packet losses in a frame, it discards
the entire damaged frame and replaces it with the previously-
decoded frame. The H.264 codec employs more sophisticated
error-concealment techniques: All received slices are deco d,
while the slices contained in the lost packets are recovered
using the corresponding slices in the previous frame and the
motion-compensation information of the other slices in the
same frame.
The above two codecs are likely to result in rather different
loss-distortion models, because of the different mappingsfrom
packet losses to slice losses, as captured by their respective
f(n) values. In the MPEG-2 codec, a loss event affects not
only the slices contained in the lost packets, but also the otr
slices in the same frame, while in the H.264 codec, only the
slices in the lost packets are affected. As a consequence, the
value of f(n) of the MPEG-2 codec tends to be larger than
that of the H.264 codec, even if they experience the same
loss process. Note that the above descriptions of MPEG-2
and H.264 represent specific implementations. Some MPEG-2
based systems incorporate more sophisticated loss conceal-
ment schemes similar to those used by our sample H.264
codec. Conversely, some H.264 systems use only simple loss
handling schemes, as basic MPEG-2 systems do. However, we
believe that the above examples of MPEG-2 with a simple loss
recovery scheme and H.264 with a more sophisticated loss
recovery scheme, are representative of many systems either
deployed or being deployed and of the applications for which
they are used.
For the sake of analytical simplicity, we assume that each
video packet contains slices, and that each video frame is
transmitted usingL packets2. In addition, we also assume that
in each frame the starting point of a loss event (when it occurs)
is uniformly distributed between the first and the last packets.
Under these assumptions, it is possible to derivef(n) for both
codecs.
For the MPEG-2 codec, letr = n mod L, f(n) is then
given by
f(n) = sL
[
1
L
n
L
+
(
1 −
1
L
)
(n
L
+ 1
)
]
if r = 0, and
f(n) = sL
[
L− r + 1
L
⌈n
L
⌉
+
r − 1
L
(⌈n
L
⌉
+ 1
)
]
if r ≥ 1, which in both cases simplifies to a linear function
of n:
f(n) = s (n+ L− 1) . (9)
For the H.264 codec, the mapping is simply
f(n) = sn, (10)
since each packet loss causes the loss ofslices. Combining
Eqs. (8), (9) and (10), the overall distortion caused to a video
sequence byn consecutive packet losses can be modeled as
D =
{
s (n+ L− 1)PeLD1 : MPEG-2
snPeLD1 : H.264
(11)
2The model can be extended to accommodate more general video trans-
mission schemes, e.g., whens or L are random variables [31], [32], [28],
[29].
be
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Fig. 1. Mapping between PSNR and video quality as suggested in [30].
Note that the above model captures the effect of (1) the packet
loss patterns as expressed byn andPe, (2) the transmission bit
rate as expressed by the required number of slices per frame
(given bysL), (3) the packetization strategy as expressed byL,
(4) the video codec and loss recovery mechanisms as captured
through the expression off(n) for MPEG-2 and H.264, and
(5) the video content sensitivity to errors as incorporatedin
D1.
Once the distortion (D) has been captured, the resulting
video quality can be characterized using the conventional
measure of Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) [30], i.e.,
PSNR= 10 log10
2552
D
. (12)
PSNR is, however, not a metric that directly measures human
perception of video quality. Rather, it can be mapped to a
subjective video quality index varying from 0 (best quality) to
1 (worst quality), as suggested by the Video Quality Experts
Group (VQEG) [30] and illustrated in Fig. 1. The relation
between the two is non-linear and of the form
Quality =
1
1 + exp (b1(PSNR− b2))
, (13)
whereb1 andb2 are parameters that need to be adjusted as a
function of video characteristics. Eq. (13) suggests that PSNR
only reflects subjective video quality in a certain range. For
instance, when its value is less than the one corresponding to
the “knee point” of Fig. 1, PSNR has indeed a mostly linear
relationship to quality. However, once the PSNR value exceeds
that associated with the knee point, subjective video quality
essentially “saturates”, so that further increases in PSNRdo
not translate into video quality improvements that are perceiv-
able to the human eye. In Section V, we further discuss how
to utilize this mapping between PSNR and perceptual video
quality to derive practically meaningful quality estimates.
IV. A SSESSMENT OF THEMODEL
Although the above loss-distortion model explicitly incorp -
rates parameters that account for the effect of both networkand
application factors on video quality, its accuracy still needs to
be verified. In this section, we use simulations and experiments
to explore the accuracy of the model in characterizing the
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Fig. 2. The network emulator used to simulate path performance variations
impact of various application and network parameters on video
quality. We also point to limitations of the model as it stands,
which we use to motivate our introduction of the relative
PSNR (rPSNR) metric in Section V.
A. A qualitative assessment
We carry out a qualitative assessment of the model, with
a focus on its ability to capture basic relationships between
video quality and loss patterns, especially as a function of
packetization schemes and types of video codecs.
One important consideration is to determine if the model’s
simple mapping,f(n), from packet losses to slice losses is
sufficient to account for the interplay between packetization
and the codec’s error concealment strategy. A related issueis
whether Eq. (11), which accounts for different loss patterns
only through the loss rate and burstiness as represented by
n andPe, is adequate to capture across different codecs the
impact of the full loss statistics experienced by the associated
videos. In particular, video streams using, say, a different
number of packets per frame (L), sample network paths
differently, and hence experience different packet-levelloss
processes. For instance, as shown by Taoet al. [20], streams
with largerL values tend to see longer packet loss bursts than
those with smaller values.
For this initial assessment, we rely on the MPEG-2 and
H.264 codecs introduced in Section III-B. For both codecs, we
also vary frame size and format to investigate the sensitivity
of the model to these factors. In particular, we use two
common frame formats: QCIF and CIF. A QCIF frame has
144 × 176 pixels, while a CIF frame has288 × 352 pixels.
Correspondingly, each QCIF frame contains 2 slices, while
each CIF frame is composed of 8 slices.
Our experimental setting is as shown in Fig. 2. It consists
of video sources transmitting packetized video to receivers
through a Linux-based network emulator, where packets are
dropped based on configured path characteristics (i.e., similar
to the dummynettool [15]). The emulator implements paths
alternating between two levels of congestion using a simple
two-state Markov model [20]. The time that an emulated
path stays in the two congestion states, states 0 and 1, is
exponentially distributed with respective means ofλ0 andλ1.
In states 0 and 1, the emulator drops packets with probability
b0 and b1, respectively. Paths with different packet loss rates
and burstiness can be emulated simply by varyingb0, b1, λ0,
and λ1. We have emulated paths with a wide range of loss
rates and burstiness, but only report here on a representative
subset. Specifically, we present results for two sets of loss
TABLE I
APPLICATION CONFIGURATIONS AND THE CORRESPONDING LOSS
STATISTICS.
Loss rate Loss pattern Format s L Pe n
2%
Bernoulli
QCIF 2 1 0.020 1.02
1 2 0.020 1.01
CIF 2 4 0.020 1.02
1 8 0.019 1.02
Bursty
QCIF 2 1 0.018 1.05
1 2 0.017 1.17
CIF 2 4 0.014 1.43
1 8 0.010 2.08
4%
Bernoulli
QCIF
2 1 0.038 1.06
1 2 0.039 1.05
CIF
2 4 0.038 1.04
1 8 0.038 1.04
Bursty
QCIF
2 1 0.040 1.05
1 2 0.036 1.13
CIF
2 4 0.028 1.43
1 8 0.020 2.06
rates of 2% and 4%, where for each loss rate we include two
levels of burstiness: Bernoulli (i.e.,b0 = b1 = 0.02 or 0.04)
and bursty (i.e.,b0 = 0 and b1 = 0.9). For bursty losses, we
selectλ0 andλ1 so as to generate the desired target loss rate.
For this test, we used a 10-second video sequence,For man,
coded in both QCIF and CIF formats by the two codecs. Our
implementations of the MPEG-2 and H.264 codecs are based
on their reference code libraries [33] and [34], respectively. For
each combination of codec and frame format, we also vary the
packetization parameters, i.e., combinations ofandL values,
that determine how slices are packaged into network packets.
The video streams are transmitted simultaneously through the
network emulator, and their respective loss statistics, i.e. Pe
andn, are measured at the receivers, which also decode the
received video sequences and compute the corresponding MSE
values.
We repeated each experiment for 30 runs. The packet
loss statistics and application configuration parameters fo
all measurements are summarized in Table I. Fig. 3 shows
the average, minimum and maximum (shown as error bar)
distortions measured from each experiment. Based on these
results, we make the following observations.
• The number of lost packets is the dominant factor affect-
ing video quality in each video configuration.Specifically,
for a give packetization scheme (represented bys andL),
frame size, codec selection, and loss burstiness (i.e.,n),
the distortion is proportional to the loss event probability
Pe, which is consistent with the general form of Eq. (11).
For instance, for the MPEG-2 encoded QCIF video with
s = 2, L = 1 and Bernoulli losses, a 2% loss rate
corresponds to a distortion of 48.5, while a 4% loss rate
corresponds to a distortion of 95.0.
• The impact of packetization is codec dependent.In gen-
eral, the performance of the MPEG-2 codec degrades as
L increases3. This is because a single lost packet affects
not only the slices in that packet, but also all the other
3Note that the total number of slices in a frame,sL, remains constant.
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Fig. 3. Video distortion in different loss conditions and with various application configurations.
slices in the same frame. As predicted by Eq. (9), this
effect grows withL. The situation is quite different for
the H.264 codec, for which Fig. 3 shows that varyingL
only has a minor effect on video quality. This is consistent
with Eq. (11), which states that since for a given frame
format and loss rate, the expected number of lost slices
per frame should remain constant, so should the resulting
distortion.
• The error concealment scheme determines the codec’s
sensitivity to loss patterns.As illustrated in Fig. 3, the
more sophisticated slice-level interpolation scheme of
our H.264 codec is sensitive to loss burstiness, which
typically degrades its error-concealing capability. Thisis
because bursty losses affect a larger number of slices
in a frame, which makes it less likely that lost slices
can be accurately extrapolated from the received ones.
For the MPEG-2 codec, although the above effect still
exists, it is over-shadowed by the multiplicative effect that
the coarser frame-based error concealment mechanism
has on losses. Specifically, we see from Eq. (9) that
whether one or all packets in a frame are lost, the
resulting number of lost slices is the same. Hence, for a
givenpacket loss rate, it is preferable to “group” packet
losses in a single frame rather than spread them across
multiple frames. As a result, codecs that like our MPEG-2
codec use a coarse frame-level error concealment scheme
perform better (exhibit lower quality distortion) under
bursty losses than under Bernoulli losses for a given loss
rate. This is again illustrated in Fig. 34.
• The effect of video frame size is function of the error
concealment scheme.Fig. 3 shows that for the same loss
rate, the error concealment scheme of the H.264 codec
performs better for the CIF format than for the QCIF one.
With bigger frames, the lost packets/slices account for a
smaller fraction of an entire frame, which facilitates error
concealment. On the other hand, as predicted by Eq. (9),
the coarse error concealment scheme of the MPEG-2
codec exhibits the opposite behavior. This is because the
multiplicative factor(n+L−1) is higher for larger frame
sizes, as each loss event is converted into a larger number
4Note that the figure shows the H.264 codec performing worse than e
MPEG-2 codec even in the presence of full frame losses (e.g.,whenL = 1).
This is because the motion-compensated concealment technique of the H.264
r ference software [34] does not perform well when a complete frame is
lost. An improved concealment algorithm would switch between the motion-
compensated and previous frame concealment techniques in the presence of
full frame losses, and avoid this problem altogether.
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of lost slices.
The above observations provide some level of validation of
Eq. (11) and of the fact that our model indeed captures, at
least qualitatively, the many interactions that relate network
losses, codec configuration and types, and video quality.
B. Limitations of the model
Recall that the main purpose for developing a loss-distortion
model, as captured in Eq. (11), was to enable accurate,
real-time video quality monitoring. Realizing this goal calls
for more than just a model. It also requires that all the
parameters used in the model be either readily available or
easily measurable in real-time.
In order to assess whether Eq. (11) satisfies this requirement,
we re-write it as consisting of three terms, as shown in
Eq. (14).
D = (sL) × ψ ×D1. (14)
The first term,sL, accounts for the impact of packetization.
Both of its parameters,s and L, can be readily obtained
from the codec configurations. The second term, denoted as
the loss factorψ in Eq. (14), captures the combined effect
of the loss pattern experienced by the video stream, i.e., as
measured throughn andPe, and the codec’s error concealment
mechanism:
ψ =
{
(n+ L− 1)Pe : MPEG-2
nPe : H.264
. (15)
For the MPEG-2 codec,ψ is a function of L (which is
determined by the packetization scheme), as well asn and
Pe, which are the only two parameters involved inψ for the
H.264 codec. Since bothn andPe can be readily monitored
in real-time,ψ can be estimated for both codecs.
Unfortunately, obtaining the last term,D1 = ασ2S as per
Eq. (5), which represents the level of distortion introduced
by a single slice loss, is not easy. Estimating the value of
D1 on-line is challenging because it is not only a function
of codec implementation, but also highly dependent on video
characteristics. As reported by Stuhlmullert al. [16], the
value of σ2
S
depends on the power spectrum density of the
error signal caused by a slice loss, and the strength of loop
filtering in the decoder. In general, videos with higher motion
make it more difficult to infer the missing data and thereby
conceal the losses. Consequently, the distortion caused bya
slice loss also tends to be higher for high-motion video.
To illustrate this effect, we plot in Fig. 4 the distortion
caused by each individual lost slice in two video sequences,
Foreman and Mother & Daughter, which exhibit high and
low levels of motion, respectively. It is clear from the figure
that D1 is typically higher forForeman than for Mother &
Daughter. It can also be observed that the value ofD1 varies
even within a video sequence. For instance, the error signal
caused by the loss of an I-slice (e.g., slice number 15, 45,
and 75) is typically stronger than that caused by the loss of
a P-slice. Furthermore, slices in the same frame may also
have different importance in video decoding. For instance,in
Mother & Daughter, losing the first slice in a frame typically
1
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Fig. 4. The value ofD1 for slices in QCIF videoForemanand Mother &
Daughter. Each frame is segmented into 2 slices. Both video sequencesare
encoded with an intra-coding period of 15 frames. The results for 50 frames
(100 slices) are shown in the plot.
causes more distortion than losing the second slice, since ther
is typically more motion in the top half of its frames.
These observations indicate that video quality estimates
depend on thespecific characteristicsof individual videos.
Hence, on the same path and with the same loss process, the
quality of two received videos may be significantly different.
Moreover, for the same video sequence, even if path conditios
remain unchanged, quality could vary with scene changes. As
a result, estimatingabsolutevideo quality on a path calls for
dynamically assessing the impact of video characteristics(D1).
This is nontrivial [9] and typically requires parsing or decoding
the transmitted video bit stream. In practice, carrying outsuch
processing in real-time and for a large number of streams is
very challenging, if not impossible. This means that our model,
as captured in Eq. (14), still falls short of our initial target of
realizing accurate, real-time video quality monitoring. Clearly,
achieving this goal requires removing from the model any
dependencies associated with individual video characteristics.
V. PRACTICAL V IDEO QUALITY ESTIMATION
In this section, we introduce the concept of arelative
quality metric, rPSNR, that builds on the model of Eq. (11),
but circumvents the problem of dependencies on individual
video characteristics. We demonstrate that rPSNR is a metric
suitable for real-time, large-scale monitoring of video quality
and evaluate its accuracy along multiple dimensions. We also
provide additional evaluations based on experiments over a
wide-area testbed and with different types of codecs and
videos.
A. Relative video quality metric
The basic idea behind rPSNR is to estimate the quality
of video transmission on a given path not as an absolute
metric, but as one that is relative to some other path with
known performance. In Section V-D, we discuss further the
characteristics of thisreferencepath, as captured in the pa-
rameters,n = n0 andPe = P 0e . It typically corresponds to a
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path whose performance is known to yield acceptable video
quality, e.g., based on benchmarking and provisioning by the
network service provider. The relative path quality, or rPSNR,
is defined as the difference between the actual PSNR and the
target PSNR (i.e., the PSNR of the transmitted video on the
reference path). In other words, rPSNR measures how far a
path is, quality-wise, from the reference path.
The motivation behind the use of such a relative metric is
that by comparing performance along two paths, dependencies
on individual video characteristics actually cancel out. Specifi-
cally, assume that the loss performance of the reference path is
characterized by parametersn = n0 andPe = P 0e , and that the
actual path over which the video is being transmitted exhibits
loss performance with parametersn = n′ andPe = P ′e. Let
D = D′ represent the actual video distortion on the current
path, andD = D0 the video distortion on the reference path.
Combining Eq. (12) and Eq. (11), rPSNR is then given by
rPSNR = 10 log10
2552
D′
− 10 log10
2552
D0
= 10 log10
ψ0
ψ′
=



10 log10
(n0+L−1)P 0
e
(n′+L−1)P ′
e
: MPEG-2
10 log10
n
0
P
0
e
n′P ′
e
: H.264
(16)
From the above equation, we see that rPSNR no longer
depends on the third parameterD1 of Eq. (14), thus can be
computed solely based on estimates for the parametersn0,
P 0e , L, n
′, andP ′e. The quantitiesn
0 andP 0e are predefined,
the value ofL is easy to determine based on application
configurations, and estimates forn′ andP ′e can be obtained
through simple network measurements. For example, monitor-
ing software can be installed in the client devices, e.g., set-
top boxes, to collect loss statistics. Alternatively, if this is not
feasible, solutions based on polling or lightweight probing,
e.g., the method proposed by Taoet al. [20], can be used to
acquire the necessary information. In the rest of the paper,
we assume that accurate estimates are available for all the
parameters of Eq. (16).
B. Linear relation between loss factor and distortion
The main reason for rPSNR’s independence on video spe-
cific factors is the assumption in Eq. (14) that the average
distortion,D, experienced by a video stream is proportional
to the loss factorψ. Therefore, our first step in assessing
the validity of the rPSNR model is to verify this linear
dependency. This is carried out through a set of simulations
and measurements. Specifically, we measure the actual value
of D for a video stream under various loss conditions that
correspond to increasing values of the loss factorψ. These
different loss conditions were generated using the Gilbert-
Elliott (GE) model [8] (see Fig. 5), as it allows a simple but
systematic exploration of loss processes with different loss
rates and loss burstiness. In the GE model, two parameters,p
and q, control the loss event probability and loss burstiness.
The steady state loss event probability is given by
Pe =
pq
p+ q
, (17)
0 1
q
1−p 1−q
p
Fig. 5. The GE model used for simulating different loss conditions. State 1:
loss; state 0: no loss.
while the average loss burst length is equal to
n = 1/q. (18)
In our evaluation, we vary the value ofp in [0, 0.2] and the
value ofq in [0.6, 1] for a total of 400 different combinations
or loss processes. Correspondingly, the loss event probability
varies from 0 to 0.167, while the loss burstiness varies from
Bernoulli (i.e., n ≈ 1) to bursty (n = 1.67). We apply
each simulated loss process to the packet sequences of two
video clips,Foremanand Mother & Daughter, and measure
the resulting distortion in the decoded frame sequence. Each
video sequence consists of 300 frames and is transmitted in
both QCIF and CIF formats. As before, each QCIF frame
contains 2 slices, while each CIF frame contains 8 slices.
In both cases, each slice is transmitted in a separate packet.
The QCIF and CIF sequences have the same frame rate of
30 frames per second, but different bit rates of 100 kb/s and
500 kb/s, respectively. In addition, the two video sequences ar
coded using both the MPEG-2 and H.264 codecs to investigate
the impact of different codecs.
Fig. 6(a) is a scatter plot of the distortion as a function of
the loss factorψ, for both videos in CIF format and using
H.264 coding. Fig. 6(b) shows the same results for the videos
in QCIF format with MPEG-2 coding. Similar results were
obtained for the other combinations of video format and code.
As can be seen from the figures, the average distortion can
indeed be modeled reasonably well as a linear function ofψ,
as predicted by Eq. (14).
We also observe that the results for the CIF videos generally
exhibits a tighter agreement with a linear fit than those for
the QCIF videos. This is because, while in our simulations
the number of frames is the same in both formats, a CIF
video frame requires 4 times as many packets as a QCIF
video frame. As a result, the QCIF video stream samples the
loss process less frequently than the CIF video stream, and
therefore experiences fewer loss events. The smaller number of
samples translates into statistically larger variations (or smaller
confidence interval) in the resulting distortion measures.
C. Robustness of the metric
We further extend the previous investigation to focus on
measuring the accuracy of Eq. (16) in computing actual rPSNR
values. Specifically, we select a reference path and study the
rPSNR measurement error on 380 different paths that are
again generated using the GE model of Fig. 5. In this set
of experiments, we use values ofp ∈ [0, 0.1], and q ∈
[0.5, 1], which span a range of common loss conditions in real
networks. The loss process for the reference path is selected
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Fig. 6. Video distortion (MSE) as a function of loss factorψ: (a) the results
for videos in CIF format and using H.264 coding (top); (b) theresults for
videos in QCIF format and using MPEG-2 coding (bottom).
to be Bernoulli with a loss rate of1% (i.e., p = 0.01, q = 1)5.
We use CIF versions of the videosForemanand Mother &
Daughter in both H.264 and MPEG-2 coding, and simulate
the transmission of 3000 frames over the reference path and
the 380 paths. We then measure the PSNR of each one of
the decoded frame sequences, which allows us to compute the
exact rPSNR value of each path combination. As before, each
encoded frame is transmitted using 8 packets (s = 1, L = 8).
The first step in the experiments is to measure the PSNR of
the two videos over the reference path using both the H.264
and MPEG-2 codecs. ForForeman, the resulting reference
PSNR values are 38.5 dB in H.264 coding and 27.7 dB in
MPEG-2 coding, respectively. ForMother & Daughter, the
reference values are 39.2 dB in H.264 coding and 34.6 dB in
MPEG-2 coding. Similar measurements are then performed for
all 380 simulated paths, so that the actual difference in PSNR
between each path and the reference path can be evaluated.
Theseactual rPSNR values are compared to thecomputed
rPSNR values derived from Eq. (16) using the loss statistics
measured for each path. Fig. 7 reports the differences between
the computedand actual rPSNR values, as a function of
absolutevideo quality as measured through the PSNR of the
5We discuss the selection of the reference path in more detailin Section V-
D.
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Fig. 7. The accuracy of rPSNR estimation as the function of actual video
quality (in PSNR): (a)Foreman(top) and (b)Mother & Daughter(bottom).
video transmitted on each path.
As can be seen from the figure, for most of the simulated
loss models the rPSNR estimation error is relatively small,
and exhibits roughly similar behaviors for both the MPEG-2
and H.264 codecs. Specifically, as the actual PSNR decreases
the rPSNR estimation error tends to increase. For example, a
negative slope in the relation between PSNR and the rPSNR
error can be observed in Fig. 7. This is primarily because
a decrease in actual PSNR is typically associated with an
increase in the frequency of loss events. As a consequence,
consecutive loss events may interfere with each other. This
is not accounted for in our model, which assumes that the
distortion effects of loss events are independent of each other.
This assumption results in underestimating the resulting dis-
tortion, hence overestimation of PSNR [9]. We also note that
the H.264 and MPEG-2 codecs do not behave identically when
it comes to rPSNR error. This is in part because their error
concealment mechanisms interact differently with the various
loss processes, and in particular exhibit different sensitivity
to loss event frequency and loss burstiness. We explore this
aspect further next.
Specifically, we re-plot the rPSNR estimation error as a
function of p and q in Fig. 8 to better understand how these
two characteristics of the loss process affect the accuracyof
rPSNR estimation for different codecs and videos. Note that
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Fig. 8. The estimation error for rPSNR (relative to the actual rPSNR of the decoded video sequence) as a function ofp andq.
for a fixed value ofp, increasingq leads to shorter loss bursts,
while for a fixed value ofq, increasingp leads to a higher loss
event probability.
As shown in Figs. 8(a) and (c), for the H.264 codec, the
estimated rPSNR tends to become bigger than the actual value
as q decreases. This is in part because the error concealment
mechanism of H.264 becomes less effective in the presence of
multiple close-by losses, which magnifies the aforementioned
limitation of the model in properly accounting for consecutive
losses. In contrast, as illustrated in Fig. 8(b) and (d), therPSNR
error is relatively insensitive to changes inq when using the
MPEG-2 codec. This is again because of how the MPEG-2
error concealment mechanism handles losses. Specifically,the
MPEG-2 codec discards entire frames whenever it detects a
single loss in a frame. As a result, increasing loss burstines
does not necessarily increase the number of consecutive lost
frames. The situation is somewhat reversed when it comes
to assessing the impact ofp, as while both codecs see higher
rPSNR errors asp increases, they exhibit different sensitivities.
In particular, the MPEG-2 codec shows a steeper increase in
rPSNR error asp increases. This is because a higher frequency
of loss events increases the likelihood of consecutive lost
frames for MPEG-2.
In summary, while there are differences in how the model
performs in estimating rPSNR across different codecs and
videos, its overall performance is acceptable and robust to
variations in loss characteristics. This is especially true if we
limit ourselves to moderate loss scenarios (note that the loss
processes we studied have a loss rate up top/(p+q) = 16.7%).
In practice, these are the more likely scenarios, in which
accurately assessing how far video quality deviates from its
intended target is of significance. Accurately estimating video
quality degradation in high loss scenarios is less critical,
as classifying those as corresponding to poor (unacceptable)
video quality can be done relatively easily, e.g., simply based
on loss measurements. In other words, differentiating betwe n
bad and very bad video quality is not tremendously meaningful
in practice.
D. Selecting the reference path
As discussed earlier, another factor that can affect the
accuracy of the rPSNR estimate is the selection of the ref-
erence path. Ideally, one should select a reference path whose
performance is such that the resulting video is of acceptable
quality, i.e., meets certain target requirements. Under such a
choice, rPSNR then measures how much worse (or better)
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the actual video quality is, compared to its target. However,
correctly selecting the reference path conditions is non-trivial.
This is in part because, as mentioned earlier (cf. Eq. (13)),
video quality is subjective and related to PSNR in a nonlinear
fashion. Intuitively, the reference path condition shouldbe
selected at the “knee point” of the curve in Fig. 1, so that
a positive rPSNR measure indicates that the video quality is
good, while a negative rPSNR measure indicates that the video
quality is worse than expected in a manner that varies roughly
linearly with the estimated rPSNR level.
Nevertheless, finding the knee point on the quality-PSNR
mapping curve is not easy. In particular, recall that the values
of b1 and b2 in Eq. (13) may vary for videos with different
characteristics. To solve this problem, we suggest selecting the
reference path condition based on the loss factor, which has
proved to have a direct impact on video quality. Specifically,
an empirical reference value of the loss factorψ can be defined
as a function of the intra-coding periodT and the number of
packets per frameL. Intuitively, if the loss factor is sufficiently
small with respect to the number of packets transmitted in
an intra-coding period, the resulting video quality shouldbe
reasonably good.
In Fig. 9, we plot the quality of three QCIF video sequences,
Foreman, Carphone, and Mother & Daughter, for different
Bernoulli loss processes withψ varying from 1/20 to 1/320.
These three video samples cover a reasonably broad range of
motion levels:Foremanhas lots of motion and scene changes;
Carphonehas mild motion and limited scene changes;Mother
& Daughter is a head-and-shoulder type of video with minimal
motion. All video samples were encoded with an intra-coding
period (T ) of 16 and 32 frames, respectively. In all tests,
each frame was transmitted using 2 packets (i.e.,L = 2).
As can be seen from the figure, for all three videos and
both codecs, the video samples withT = 16 have a quality
score close to 0 whenψ < 1/160, and conversely when
T = 32 the quality of the videos saturates (approaches 0) for
ψ < 1/320. Accordingly, we select a Bernoulli loss process
with ψ = 1/(5TL) as the threshold for defining the reference
path. We have also tested other loss models using different
application parameters, and the results consistently indicate
thatψ = 1/(5TL) is a reasonable empirical value to identify
the reference knee point.
E. Experimental validations
To further validate the proposed rPSNR methodology for
video quality estimation, we conducted extensive experiments
on a number of real network paths. Here, we report a set
of experimental results collected from a path connecting the
University of Pennsylvania (UPenn) and the University of
Minnesota (UMN). Our purpose was to validate that our
model did not overlook major degradation factors that arose
in practice. However, since this path, like most other tested
paths, experienced relatively low losses most of the time, we
also inserted into the path the network emulator described in
Section IV. We let the emulator simulate a channel with two
Markov states, with loss probabilitiesb0 and b1, uniformly
distributed in [0, 0.02] and [0.5, 1], respectively. The times
Internet
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Fig. 10. The setup of loss emulation in our experiments.
spent in each state are exponentially distributed with meanλ0
andλ1, which are themselves uniformly distributed between 1
and 10 seconds. The values ofb0, b1, λ0, andλ1 are updated
after each state transition. In each experiment, we record the
packet traces at the receiver for offline analysis.
As shown in Fig. 10, the sender at UPenn transmits packe-
tized video data through the emulator and the network path to
the receiver at UMN. At the receiver, we not only monitor
the loss statistics required for evaluating the loss factorψ
(hence estimating rPSNR), but also decode and record the
frame sequence that would have actually been seen by the
user. Thus, we can compute the rPSNR from Eq. (16) and
compare it to the actual rPSNR value derived from the decoded
frame sequence6. In order to obtain the actual rPSNR, we first
measure the PSNR value of the tested video transmitted over
the reference path, and then calculate the difference between
the PSNR of each decoded frame sequence and this reference
value.
We first use a 10-second H.264 video clip (containing 300
frames) from the movieDark, which has a mixture of high
motion and low motion scenes. Fig. 11 reports the rPSNR
comparison for a 1000-second period, during which the video
sequence was repeatedly transmitted. The rPSNR estimation
and measurement were performed every 10 seconds. As shown
in the figure, the proposed method generates reasonably ac-
curate estimates of quality variations of the transmitted video,
except in some instances of fairly good video quality (i.e.,
periods of rare losses). This can be explained as follows.
Our loss-distortion model relies on averaging the impact of
losses across the various (slice and frame) locations where
they may occur. Hence, the resulting rPSNR estimate is most
accurate when two conditions are met: (i) the average loss
burst length and loss event probability can themselves be ac-
curately estimated; (ii) the characteristics of the video content
remain relatively constant over the measurement interval,so
that averaging over that time frame is meaningful. When the
estimation interval is relatively short, say, 10 seconds, con-
tent characteristics are likely to remain constant but deriving
accurate loss statistics will be difficult. This is particularly so
when loss events are rare. As Fig. 11 shows, there is typically a
greater difference between the estimated rPSNR and the actual
value when the latter is close to 0, i.e., loss events are so rare
that video quality is near perfect. In this example, the estima ed
rPSNR on average deviates 2.5 dB from its actual value.
To satisfy condition (i), we can use longer estimation
intervals. However, this could conflict with condition (ii), as
well as decrease the responsiveness of the quality monitoring
6Based on our analysis in Section V-D, we use a Bernoulli loss process
with loss factor1/(5TL) as the reference path condition.
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Fig. 11. Estimating the rPSNR for 10-second video clipDark. Reference
path condition: Bernoulli loss process withψ = 1/(5TL), H.264 coding,
10-second estimation interval.
mechanism to network performance fluctuations. The selection
of an appropriate estimation interval is, therefore, a trade-off
between these considerations. Our measurement results show
that a selection somewhere between a few tens of seconds and
a couple of minutes typically yields reasonably accurate vid o
quality estimates. For instance, Fig. 12 shows the results for
the same experiment as that of Fig. 11, but with the estimation
interval changed to 1 minute. In this experiment, we use a 1-
minute CIF video clip (1800 frames)7 taken from the same
movieDark, and transmit it repeatedly on the monitored path.
The estimated and actual rPSNR values for both the H.264
and MPEG-2 video clips are shown in the figure. The figure
shows a clear improvement in accuracy. The rPSNR error is
now only 1.8 dB and 1.4 dB, for H.264 and MPEG-2 videos
respectively. Again, the largest deviations occur in caseswhere
rPSNR is close to or above 0 (i.e., when losses are rare
and quality is good). Deviations in these cases are of lesser
importance in practice. Meanwhile, in instances when quality
is relatively bad, the estimated rPSNR is reasonably accurate;
hence providing a good estimate of actual video quality. For
instance, focusing on cases where the actual PSNR value is
at least 5 dB worse than on the reference path, the rPSNR
estimation errors are only 0.9 dB and 0.8 dB for the two
codecs.
Besides the videoDark used in the above experiment,
we have conducted similar tests for other video clips, such
as Foreman, Mother & Daughter, Highway, etc. The results
7Note that here we use a 1-minute video instead of repeating the 10-second
video used in the previous experiment. This is because repeating the same clip
multiple times would make the video characteristics artificially more constant,
which leads to an unfair comparison in favor of the longer estimation interval.
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Fig. 12. Estimating the rPSNR for 1-minute video clipDark in H.264 coding
(top) and MPEG-2 coding (bottom). Reference path condition: Bernoulli loss
process withψ = 1/(5TL), 1-minute estimation interval.
consistently show that the proposed method is robust and can
generate accurate video quality estimates.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced an approach for real-time video
quality monitoring in IP networks. Our goal was to devise
a lightweight solution that would allow real-time, large-scale
monitoring of video quality. In particular, we wanted to avoid
solutions that require detailed knowledge of video character-
istics or deep video packet inspection. In that context, our
first contribution is the development of a loss-distortion model
that accounts for the impact of various network-dependent
and application-specific factors on the quality of the decodd
video. Our second contribution is in using this model to
define a relative video quality metric, rPSNR, that can be
evaluated without parsing or decoding the transmitted video
bit streams, and without knowledge of video characteristics—
thereby significantly reducing complexity while still providing
reasonably accurate video quality estimates. The robustnes
and accuracy of the rPSNR-based method were demonstrated
through a broad range of simulations and experiments.
There are several interesting directions for extensions ofthe
method described in this paper. For instance, incorporating
the impact of bidirectional coding (B-frames) into our loss-
distortion model is clearly of value given the prevalence ofits
usage in practice. Additionally, exploring video applicatons
with more sophisticated loss concealment (e.g., interpolation)
or loss recovery schemes (e.g., Forward Error Correction
(FEC)), as well as those using adaptive coding and streaming
algorithms, are also interesting directions for future research.
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